Cerebellar and spinal projections of the coeruleus complex in the duck: a fluorescent retrograde double-labeling study.
The double fluorescent retrograde tracing technique was used to identify, within the coeruleus complex (Co complex) of the duck, the nerve cells projecting to the cerebellar cortex and to the spinal cord. This technique was also used to investigate the possibility that the cerebellar and spinal projections of the Co complex are collaterals of the same axons. In the same animal, nuclear Diamidino yellow dihydrochloride (DY) fluorescent tracer was placed into the cerebellar cortex of folia V-VII, and cytoplasmic fluorescent Fast blue (FB) dye was injected into C3-C4 spinal cord segments. FB labeled multipolar somata and DY fluorescent nuclei were intermingled within the dorsal caudal region of the locus coeruleus (LCo) and within the dorsal division of the nucleus subcoeruleus (dSCo). Moreover, in the LCo, a low proportion of double-labeled neurons (about 3-4% of labelings) was evidenced among single-labeled neurons. In the ventral division of the nucleus subcoeruleus (vSCo), occasional DY labeled nuclei were found, whereas FB-labeled cells were frequently present. The present findings reveal the location of the coeruleocerebellar and coeruleospinal projecting neurons within the Co complex of the duck. They are intermingled in the caudal portion of the LCo and along the rostrocaudal extent of the subjacent dSco. The LCo and the dSCo are the major source of the projections to the folia V-VII, whereas the vSCo contributes very slightly to the innervation of the cerebellar injected areas. Moreover, the double-labeling study demonstrates that in the duck a low percentage of neurons within the ventrolateral portion of the caudal region of the LCo projects both to the cerebellar cortex of folia V-VII and to C3-C4 spinal cord segments via collaterals. Therefore, these neurons simultaneously influence the cerebellar cortex and spinal cord. The possibility that the projections studied are noradrenergic and that they play a role in feeding is discussed.